THE SCENT HOTEL

T

he Scent Hotel is located on the

island of Koh Samui. The hotel simply
overflows with aromas, beauty and
serenity. The Atmosphere here bears
testimony to the ancient community of
perfumers from Indochina with natural
fragrances. In this property, everything
is designed to awaken the senses with
the fine sandy beaches, a sublime
setting, tasty local cuisine combining
contemporary and traditional creations
skillfully…..

You won’t be the same after a stay at The
Scent Hotel. All you have to do is shape
your days in tune with your emotion. Then
enter to our secret world at The Scent
Hotel and be swept away into another
more nostalgic era.

European Styling / Sea Breeze Suite
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KOH SAMUI

HEADLINE
Getting
to know…

S

ituated in the Gulf of Thailand,

bordering the South China Sea, Koh Samui
is Thailand’s 3rd largest island. Once a
respite for fishermen, this charming island
is filled with white sandy beaches, crystal
blue waters, large green vegetation and
friendly people. There are many fun-filled
activities to enjoy here that run the gamut
from elephant trekking and mountain bike
riding to myriad water activities around
its many surrounding island along the
coast. The Scent Hotel is located on the
most tranquil and serene part of Bangrak
Beach northeast of the island. The hotel is
4km drive away from airport and 6km
from the famous Chaweng Beach.
Beach / Le Jaroen
Restore yourself with a delicious breakfast
at Le Jaroen before starting your
adventure. Your first stop should be at the
Big Buddha Temple, revered by the locals,
the impressive statue stands 15 metres
high. Then to Chaweng view and soak in
the beautiful vistas of Chaweng Beach and
the sea, before heading down to see the
strange rock of formations which is known
as Grandmother and Grandfather Rock.
ontinue newsletter text here. Next, visit
Huatanon, a multi cultural fishing village

Beach Front Suite / Le Jareon

KOH SAMUI

Getting to know…Cont’d
mainland, snorkel in the crystal clear
waters amidst the coral reefs, go
kayaking or take a cruise to Talay Nai on
a longtail boat to see the Emerald Green
Lagoon.
and home to Thai Buddhist, Muslims
and Chinese Thais. Afterwards stop to
see Koh Samui’s sacred mummified
monk at the Kunaram Temple before
heading to relax at Namuang Waterfalls.
Continue newsletter text here. Enjoy an
authentic lunch at any of the local
restaurants and see the century old fruit
trees in the agricultural centre or if you
prefer to take an exhilarating elephant
trek through the jungle. Then you can
do a little shopping and pick up some
souvenirs. This should complete your
first day adventure and will well be on
your way back to the hotel for lovely
evening sundown cocktail.

The next day off to discover Koh Tao &
Koh Nag Yuan. Nicknamed “Turtle
Island” because of its shape, Koh Tao is
home to beautiful shallow waters,
terrific
beaches
and
wonderful
landscapes, It’s pristine coral reef, it is a
haven for divers and snorkelers. Near to
Koh Tao and Koh Nang Yuan is famous
for its diving and snorkeling. You can
even feed the fishes by hand you are
here.

A day at Angthong National Marine Park
which is located northwest of Koh
Samui, this parkcomprises
of 42
limestone islands, encircled by coral
bands and surrounded by shallow
waters. Flanked by secluded beaches,
these islands are covered with forests,
which are home to a wide range of flora
and fauna and caves. Explore the
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“…A Secret World…”
Aromatic, Ancient, Intimate
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